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understanding  
representations

two prominent methods


• visualization


• linguistic probe tasks



https://openai.com/blog/unsupervised-sentiment-neuron/

https://openai.com/blog/unsupervised-sentiment-neuron/


LSTMVis: Strobelt et al., 2017



what is a linguistic probe task?

given an encoder model (e.g., BERT) pre-
trained on a certain task, we use the 
representations it produces to train a classifier 
(without further fine-tuning the model) to 
predict a linguistic property of the input text




(Adi et al., 2017)
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(Liu et al., 2019)

token labeling: POS tagging

predict a POS tag for each token
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(Tenney et al., 2019)
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classifier
classifier

predict whether two spans of tokens (“mentions”) refer 
to the same entity (or event)

edge probing: coreference



motivation of probe tasks
• if we can train a classifier to predict a property of 

the input text based on its representation, it means 
the property is encoded somewhere in the 
representation


• if we cannot train a classifier to predict a property 
of the input text based on its representation, it 
means the property is not encoded in the 
representation or not encoded in a useful way, 
considering how the representation is likely to be 
used



characteristics of  
probe tasks

• usually classification problems that focus on simple linguistic 
properties


• ask simple questions, minimizing interpretability problems


• because of their simplicity, it is easier to control for biases in 
probing tasks than in downstream tasks 


• the probing task methodology is agnostic with respect to the 
encoder architecture, as long as it produces a vector 
representation of input text 


• does not necessarily correlate with downstream performance
(Conneau et al., 2018)
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lowest layers focus on local syntax, while 
upper layers focus more semantic content

(Peters et al., 2018)



the expected layer at which 
the probing model correctly 
labels an example


a higher center-of-gravity 
means that the information 
needed for that task is 
captured by higher layers

BERT represents the steps of the traditional NLP pipeline:  
POS tagging → parsing → NER →  

semantic roles → coreference

(Tenney et al., 2019)



probe complexity

(Hewitt et al., 2019)

arguments for “simple” probes


 we want to find easily accessible information 
in a representation


arguments for “complex” probes


useful properties might be encoded non-
linearly



control tasks

(Hewitt et al., 2019)



designing control tasks

(Hewitt et al., 2019)

• independently sample a control behavior C(v) 
for each word type v in the vocabulary


• specifies how to define yi ∈ Y for a word token 
xi with word type v 

• control task is a function that maps each token 
xi to the label specified by the behavior C(xi) 
 



selectivity: high linguistic task 
accuracy + low control task accuracy

(Hewitt et al., 2019)

measures the probe 
model’s ability to make 
output decisions 
independently of 
linguistic properties of 
the representation



be careful about probe 
accuracies



how to use probe tasks to improve 
downstream task performance?

• what kinds of linguistic knowledge are 
important for your task?


• probe BERT for them


• if BERT struggles then fine-tune it with 
additional probe objectives 



Editing knowledge in LLMs

(Hernandez et al., ICLR 2023)
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Induction heads 
https://transformer-circuits.pub/2022/

in-context-learning-and-induction-
heads/index.html
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